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Sheikh Khalifa visits Olympic Shooting Complex
KUWAIT: President of the Asian Shooting
Sport Confederation Sheikh Ali Bin Abdallah
Al Khalifa made a visit to Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Olympic Shooting Complex on
Saturday. The guest toured the complex
ranges as well as all the supporting facilities.
Sheikh Ali Al Khalifa met the honorary presi-
dent of ASSC and Kuwait Shooting Sport Club
Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-Humoud
Al-Sabah, he also met with President of
Kuwait and Arab Shooting Federations Eng
Duaij Khalaf Al-Otaibi and KSF & ASF
Secretary General Obaid Munahi Al-Osaimi.
Sheikh Ali Al-Khalifa congratulated Kuwait
Shooting Sport Federation, HH the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah,
HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, HH the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah and
Kuwait people for lifting the suspension on
Kuwait shooting. Matters of mutual interest
were also discussed during the meeting.

LIVERPOOL: Chelsea’s Spanish midfielder Pedro celebrates scoring the opening goal during the English Premier League football match between
Everton and Chelsea at Goodison Park.— AFP 

LIVERPOOL: Pedro’s sublime strike fired Chelsea
a step closer to the Premier League title as the
ruthless leaders swept to a 3-0 win at Everton
yesterday. Antonio Conte’s side had to work hard
to break down Everton’s stubborn resistance, but
Pedro’s majestic second-half goal put Chelsea on
course for a fourth win in their last five league
games. Late goals from Gary Cahill and Willian
wrapped up the victory as the Blues opened up
a seven-point lead at the top, piling pressure on
second-placed Tottenham ahead of their derby
against Arsenal. Regardless of the result at White
Hart Lane, Chelsea’s steely display ensured the
destiny of the title remains in their hands with
four matches left against Middlesbrough, West
Bromwich Albion, Watford and relegated
Sunderland.

Chelsea need nine points to be assured of
being crowned English champions in Conte’s
first season in charge. “We had a lot of patience
for the right moment to hit. We deserved the
win,” Conte said. “We scored an amazing goal
with Pedro. This gives us lots of confidence.
“Now it is important to prepare for the final rush.
We must look step by step.”

After defeats against Manchester United and
Crystal Palace raised questions about their abili-
ty to get over the finish line, Chelsea have been
revitalised by their FA Cup semi-final win over
Tottenham. They beat Southampton in midweek
to re-establish control of the title race and end-
ing Everton’s eight-match winning streak at
home was another significant step towards the
title. Restoring Pedro to the starting line-up in
place of Cesc Fabregas, Conte put the emphasis
on attack, but the leaders were nearly caught
cold at the back in the opening minutes.

Dominic Calvert-Lewin wriggled free for a
shot from a tight angle that deflected onto a post
and rebounded to Romelu Lukaku, whose close-
range strike was goalbound until Cahill came to
the rescue with a last-ditch block. Chelsea squan-
dered a chance to take the lead when Diego
Costa scampered away from the Everton defence
and picked out Eden Hazard’s run. As Hazard
latched onto the pass and rounded Maarten
Stekelenburg a goal seemed certain, but the
Belgian’s touch wasn’t quite delicate enough and
his shot drifted into the side-netting.

THUNDERBOLT 
Costa looked furious after a full-blooded

lunge from Tom Davies left him crumpled on the
turf and he had a golden opportunity to get
revenge when Everton made a hash of dealing
with a long pass from David Luiz. Costa won the
header and was unchallenged as he spun to vol-
ley goalwards, yet the Spaniard still contrived to
smash his close-range shot high over the bar.

The miss nearly came back to haunt Chelsea
when Lukaku bullied his way through for a low
shot that whistled just wide from the edge of
the area. In need of inspiration to break down
obdurate Everton, Conte’s men went close early
in the second half when a clever short corner
routine set up Victor Moses for a shot that was
deflected wide.

Enner Valencia threatened to rock the visitors
as the Everton forward escaped on the touchline
and tested Thibaut Courtois from an acute angle.
But Chelsea kept probing and their persistence
was rewarded with Pedro’s thunderbolt in the

66th minute. A sustained period of Chelsea pres-
sure pushed Everton deep into their own penal-
ty area and when the ball was worked to Pedro
in a central position the Spanish winger
uncorked a fierce 20-yard strike that flashed into
the roof of the net for his first goal since
February. With 11 minutes left, Hazard’s low free-
kick was pushed out by Stekelenburg and Cahill
tapped in to trigger chants of “Tottenham, we’re
waiting for you” from Chelsea’s jubilant travelling
fans. There was still time for Willian to come off
the bench and apply the finishing touch to an
incisive raid in the 86th minute. — AFP 

Pedro gem moves clinical 
Chelsea closer to PL title

Everton    0

Chelsea   3

MANCHESTER: A Gylfi Sigurdsson free-kick
dealt a blow to Manchester United’s hopes
of a top four finish whilst boosting his team
Swansea’s chances of escaping the drop in
an entertaining 1-1 Premier League draw
yesterday. Wayne Rooney had scored his
first home league goal of the season, from
a harsh penalty decision, in time added on
of the first-half.

However, he blotted his copybook
when he  conceded a free-kick nearly 25
yards from goal in the 78th minute. Free-
kick specialist Sigurdsson duly delivered
with a superb curling effort into the top
corner that left United keeper David de Gea
rooted to the spot and denied Jose
Mourinho a victory that would have lifted
United into third place, temporarily at least.

RASHFORD TURNS INTO DOLPHIN 
Swansea, who have righted the ship a

little in taking four points from their last
two games after a return of just a single
point in the previous six, trail fourth from
bottom Hull by two points with three
matches remaining. Rooney struck in first-
half injury-time after a contentious penalty
award by referee Neil Swarbrick who
judged keeper Lukasz Fabianski had
brought down Marcus Rashford when div-
ing at his feet.

Replays suggested Swansea had been
hard done-Rashford making the most out
of minimal contact-but Rooney made no
mistake with a clinical conversion from the
resulting penalty. It was a cruel end to a
strong showing by Swansea and a slow
start from Mourinho’s side was exacerbated
by an injury after just seven minutes to
England left-back Luke Shaw who

appeared to damage his ankle off the ball.
The tactical reshuffle that followed hard-

ly helped United settle as they struggled to
cope with an impressive and committed
opening from the relegation-troubled visi-
tors. Indeed, Paul Clement’s side should
have gone in at the half-time interval in
front. On 12 minutes, Ayew’s shot was
blocked by Eric Bailly who blasted his clear-
ance directly at Sigurdsson and watched,
relieved, as the ricochet flew harmlessly
behind. Then Fernando Llorente beat Bailly
far too easily and was only denied by a fly-
ing stop from de Gea. United had given
Fabianski something to think about, start-
ing in the 16th minute when Anthony
Martial picked out the well-timed run of
Jesse Lingard with a pass which the young-
ster volleyed too close to the Swansea
keeper. Martial was looking increasingly
dangerous as he cut in from the left and a
grateful Fabianski smothered his shot at
the second attempt as Lingard was poised
to net the rebound. And before United
would take the lead, there was a reminder
that Swansea posed a real threat as Tom
Carroll found Ayew whose shot was
blocked by the outstretched leg of de Gea
with the loose ball flying within inches of
two Swansea attackers.

Rooney should have handed United a
much-needed two-goal cushion early in
the second half as he exchanged passes
with Ander Herrera but succeeded only in
striking his effort directly into the back of
Martial from eight yards. Mourinho’s
mounting injury list grew when the impres-
sive Bailly limped out of the game with
what looked like a hamstring problem on
the hour mark.

As Clement chased the game, Swansea
also ran into injury problems with substi-
tute Jefferson Montero managing to sur-
vive just six minutes before being
stretchered off. Even after their equalizer,
Swansea still pushed for a winner, however,
and Llorente should have done better than
mis-kick close to goal from another threat-
ening Sigurdsson set-piece. — AFP 

United top four hopes 
dealt blow by Swansea

Man United  1

Swansea       1

MANCHESTER: Manchester United’s Portuguese manager Jose Mourinho (R) talks
with Manchester United’s English striker Marcus Rashford (L) as they leave the pitch
at the end of the English Premier League football match between Manchester United
and Swansea City at Old Trafford. — AFP 

Shakespeare sees more 
acts in Leicester season

WEST BROMWICH: Craig Shakespeare
insisted Leicester City’s season is not at an
end despite the champions reaching 40
points and so all but avoiding relegation
from the Premier League. Jamie Vardy’s
goal secured a 1-0 win for the Foxes at West
Bromwich Albion on Saturday that took
them to 40 points-usually the benchmark
tally for avoiding the drop from English
football’s top flight.

Leicester had looked in danger of the
drop when former assistant manager
Shakespeare took over from sacked title-
winning boss Claudio Ranieri in February.
But despite an impressive run of results
under the Englishman’s guidance,
Leicester’s Thai owners have still to confirm
if Shakespeare will stay on as the club’s
manager next season. Meanwhile, the man
himself was taking nothing for granted.
“We are not mathematically safe,” said
Shakespeare, who served West Brom as
both a player and a coach. 

“We are delighted to have three points
and this is a giant step toward that aim. But
even if we had got there, we have a duty to
perform in every game.  “It was a scrappy

game and it felt like that. I felt the first goal
was going to be important today.” As for his
return to The Hawthorns, Shakespeare said:
“It is nice to come back. I am pleased with
the warm reception I got.” However, he
added: “It’s about the result. I wouldn’t like
to leave with my tail between my legs after
we lost 3-0.”

VARDY AMBITION 
In-form England striker Vardy scored his

10th goal in 15 games for club and country
to settle Saturday’s match from a pass by
strike partner Shinji  Okazaki.   “Shinji
weighted the pass terr i f ical ly,” said
Shakespeare. “ Vardy is in that purple
patch but he has got to to thank the other
players for the service and he will say that.
“He is a striker in form, his attributes are
being quick and playing on the shoulder
of defenders. “I want Jamie Vardy to finish
on a high. He’s scored quite a few of late
and I want that to continue.  “It will be a
difficult end to the season and we have to
tr y and win ever y game we can.  We
showed different aspects today-it was a
gutsy performance.” —AFP 

MIDDLESBROUGH: Gabriel Jesus’s header five
minutes from time saw Manchester City to a 2-2
draw at relegation-threatened Middlesbrough on
Sunday as his side stayed just ahead in the race for
a Champions League spot. City twice had to come
from behind against a Boro side who could be
demoted to the second-tier after the next round of
Premier League fixtures. But the way the northeast
club rattled Pep Guardiola’s men showed they were
not prepared to give up their top-flight status with-
out a fight.

Former City striker Alvaro Negredo put Boro
ahead seven minutes before half-time at the
Riverside, only for Sergio Aguero to convert a con-
troversial penalty with 21 minutes remaining when
Leroy Sane hit the ground after a challenge from
Marten de Roon. But Middlesbrough rallied and
restored the lead when Calum Chambers, on loan
from Arsenal, grabbed his first goal for the club in
the 77th minute 

However, there was still time for Jesus to earn
City a draw that kept them in the fourth and final
Champions League place on offer to English clubs,
a point clear of local rivals Manchester United, who
remained fifth after a 1-1 draw at home to Swansea
earlier on Sunday. Both Manchester clubs have four
league games left to play this season. Even though
Middlesbrough boast an impressive home record
against Manchester City at the top level, it was
always going to be difficult given their respective
positions in the Premier League.

City’s only league win in 40 years on Teesside
was 10 years ago, but they must have fancied their
chances more given Middlesbrough’s descent
towards the Championship in 2017. Steve Agnew,
the Middlesbrough head coach, left out Gaston
Ramirez, who wanted away in January and has frus-

trated ever since, completely, while Guardiola
sprang a surprise by including both Jesus and
Aguero up front

The attacking pair came within inches of com-
bining to score an opener inside 70 seconds too.
Aguero got to the byline and drilled a low cross
through the six-yard area where Jesus was unable
to turn beyond goalkeeper Brad Guzan.
Middlesbrough, buoyed by the midweek victory
over relegated local rivals Sunderland, showed a
desire to attack their more illustrious opponents.
Negredo dragged a half-volley across goal from an
unmarked position when Fabio da Silva’s cross
found its way to him, while de Roon saw a long-
range shot shave the side netting.

ANNOYED GUARDIOLA 
City controlled most of the possession but rarely

tested Guzan and were made to pay by Boro in the
38th minute. A City attack broke down when
George Friend intercepted a pass bound for
Aguero. The left-back passed to De Roon, who then
rolled in Stewart Downing down the left. The for-
mer England winger had loads of space and his
pass found Negredo, whose first-time shot hit the
inside of Willy Caballero’s right-hand post before
crossing the line.

City manager Guardiola was clearly annoyed
and within five minutes of the restart Raheem
Sterling and Sane were introduced. And with the
exception of a low Adam Clayton drive that was
held by Caballero, City spent almost the entire half
probing the home defense, looking for an equaliz-
er. That eventually arrived with 21 minutes
remaining, even if it needed the assistance of ref-
eree Kevin Friend. He deemed that it was a penal-
ty when Sane went to ground under a challenge
from de Roon. After the protests had died down,
Aguero converted. An incensed Middlesbrough,
hadn’t finished, though. After Adama Traore was
tripped as he charged towards the box, Downing
was given a chance from the dead ball. His free-
kick was initially saved, only for the ball to bounce
around the area where Chambers had remained
to lift over the ball over Caballero and put second-
bottom Boro 2-1 up. —AFP 

Jesus salvages point 
for Man City at Boro

Middlesbrough  2

Man City             2


